University of Illinois Graduate Destination Information for Food Science and Human Nutrition B.S. Recipients in the 2015-2018 Academic Years

Employers and Positions
ADM--Management Trainee
Aramark--Dietetic Internship
Boys and Girls Club of Metro Denver--Health Specialist
Compass Group--Diet Clerk
Ingalls Memorial Hospital--Dietetic Intern (3)
LaSalle Network--ReseADM
Loyola University Medical Center--Dietetic Intern (2)
Morton Salt--Food Lab Technician
Northwestern Memorial Hospital--Dietetic Intern
OSF--Dietetic Intern (2)
Peace Corps--Volunteer
Sage Products (Stryker)--QC Microbiology Laboratory Assist.
Samford University--Dietetic Intern

Dietetics

Based upon information from 86% of Food Science and Human Nutrition graduates from Dec. 15 - Aug. 18.
University of Illinois at Chicago--Nutrition Assistant
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign--Research Assistant
University of South Carolina--Dietetic Intern
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay--Dietetic Internship, Dietetics/Dietitian
UW Health--Dietetic Intern

**Institution and Areas of Study**
Benedictine University--Master in Health Nutrition and Wellness
Bradley University--Master in Health Nutrition and Wellness
Columbia University--Master in Health Nutrition and Wellness
Cornell University--Master in Nutritional Science
Eastern Illinois University--Master in Dietetics (3)
Northern Illinois University--Master in Nutrition and Dietetics
Ohio State University--Master in Food Science
Rush University--Master in Clinical Nutrition (4)
Saint Louis University--Master in Nutrition and Dietetics (2)
Samford University--Master in Public Health
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign--Master in Food Science and Human Nutrition (2)
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign--Master in Nutritional Science
University of Mississippi--Master in Nutrition and Hospitality Management
University of Wisconsin-Madison--Master in Nutritional Science

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 95% (60) of the Dietetics graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. There was not enough data collected to announce a three-year average salary in this concentration.

**Food Science**
Employers and Positions
Abbott Laboratories--Professional Development Program
ADM--Inside Sales Intern
Advanced Dermatology--Medical Assistant (using this to get my hours to go to PA school)
arro Corporation--Production Developer/Food Technologist (2)
Cargill--Animal Proteins Operations Management Associate
Cargill--Food Safety Quality Chemist
Cargill--FSQR Associate
Cargill--Production Management Associate
Cargill--Tech Services Associate/QA Analyst
CoreFX Ingredients--Associate food scientist
Diageo--Liquid Commercialization Co-op
Diageo--R&D Scientist in Fermentation and Distillation
Don's Salads--SQF Assistant
Ferrara Candy Company--Interim Food Scientist
Flavor Focus--R&D tech
Food Safety Net Services--Chemistry Technician
FutureCeuticals--Project Manager
Glanbia--Intern
Glanbia--Regulatory Affairs
Greenwood Associates, Inc.--Regulatory Specialist
HDMZ--Intern
Hormel Foods--Quality and Process Control Supervisor
Illinois High School(s)--Family and Consumer Science Teacher
Illinois Tech, IFSH--Pilot Plant Technician
Imbibe--Beverage Technician (2)
Intertek--Lab Assistant
Kerry Ingredients & Flavors--Quality Supervisor Trainee (2)
Kerry Ingredients & Flavors--RD&A Associate Scientist
Keurig Dr. Pepper Inc.--Quality Control Tech
Keystone Foods--McDonald's Business Unit Coordinator
KFI Manufacturing Sdn Bhd--R&D Assistant
Kraft Heinz--Associate Scientist R&D Specifications (2)
Kraft Heinz--Corporate Management Trainee
Kraft Heinz--Food Technologist
Kraft Heinz--Regulatory Affairs
Kronos Foods Corp--Quality Assurance Technician
Lawrence Foods--Research & Nutrition Lab Administrator
Merisant US, Inc.--Food Scientist
Mission Produce--Sales & Transportation Intern
NC State University--Research Assistant, Sensory Service Center
Nikken Foods USA, Inc--Strategic Account Manager
Olam Cocoa--Product Development and Innovation Trainee
Olam SVI--Sales Management Trainee
Organic Valley--Product Development Technician
OSI Group--Rotational Management Trainee
PepsiCo--R&D Associate Scientist (3)
Pinnacle Foods--Quality Assurance Supervisor: Duncan Hines
Prinova Group, LLC--Application Scientist
Prinova Group, LLC--QC Raw Material Technician
PT Aromas Citra Jaya--Research and Development Assoc.
RCK Foods (Division of Kroger)--Quality Assurance Technician
Reckitt Benckiser (RB) Formerly Mead Johnson Nutrition--Product Development Assistant
Rich Products Corporation--Quality Control Laboratory Technician
Samsung Electronics--Manufacturing Specialist
Saputo--Quality Assurance Supervisor Trainee
Saratoga Food Specialties--Quality Assurance Technician
Sensient Technologies Corporation--BioNutrients Sales Trainee
Sensient Technologies Corporation--Pharma Applications Technologist
Smithfield Foods--Innovation Technologist
Snyder's-Lance, Inc--Quality Assurance Technician
Socius Ingredients--Application Scientist
Synergy Flavors--Quality Control Laboratory Technician
Tate & Lyle--Associate Food Scientist
Tate & Lyle--Dairy Application Scientist
The Kraft Heinz Company--Pilot Plant Technician
Tone Products, Inc.--QA Technician
University of Illinois Extension--Research Assistant
V&V Supremo Foods, Inc.--Functionality Lab Lead
Wesley Food Pantry--Administrative and Program Intern
Wrigley--Sensory Scientist

**Institution and Areas of Study**
Glion Institute of Higher Education--Master in International Hospitality Business
Montana State University--Master in Sustainable Food Systems
New York University--Master in Interactive Telecommunication/Interactive Design
Parkland College--Associate in Accounting
Siebel Institute--Master Brewer Program
University of California-Davis--Animal Biology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Juris Doctorate
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Master in Food Science and Human Nutrition (4)
University of Sydney--Master
Yale University—Biostatistics
This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 90% (110) of the Food Science graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. The three year average salary in this concentration is $50,983.

**Hospitality Management**

**Employers and Positions**
- Aramark--Food Service Manager
- Arby's--Restaurant Manager
- Biaggi's--Line Cook
- Big Bowl--Intern
- DoubleTree by Hilton--Wedding Sales Manager
- E.A. Weber & Co. dba Weber Flavors--Quality Control Laboratory Technician
- Four Seasons Hotel Chicago--Catering Administrative Assistant
- Girl Scouts of Central Illinois--Service Unit Support Specialist
- Hilton Chicago--Catering and Events Administrative Assistant
- Hotel Zachary--Front Desk
- I Hotel--Guest Service Agent
- Jobspring--Recruiter
- KG Events & Design--Junior Event Coordinator
- Lettuce Entertain You--Manager (3)
- Little Goat, LLC--Line Cook
- Loews Chicago hotel--Sales Coordinator
- McGrath Family of Dealerships (McGrath Auto Group)--Public Relations/Event Coordinator
- MGM Resorts International--Food and Beverage Management Associate at Aria Resort and Casino
- Midas Hospitality LLC--Sales Director
- NetApp--Sales Development Representative
- RPG--Life Transition Specialist--Director of First Impressions
- SBR Events Group--Catering Project Manager
- Shallots Bistro--Executive Assistant to Vice President/COO
- Starbucks--Assistant Store Manager
- Uber EATS--Restaurant Partnerships Representative
- University of Illinois Housing and Dining--Assistant Pastry Chef
- V. Picasso--Sous Chef
- Washington University School of Medicine--Conference Coordinator
- Wildfire Restaurant--Management Trainee (2)
- Wildfire Restaurant--Waitress, Host, Carryout
Institution and Areas of Study
Columbia University--Masters in Enterprise Risk Management
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Information Technology Management and Business (2)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Business Administration

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 91% (42) of the Hospitality Management graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. The three-year average salary in this concentration is $34,667.

Human Nutrition

Employers and Positions
Advocate Lutheran General Hospital--Chief Scribe
American Cancer Society--Community Development Manager
AMITA Health--PCT
Assurance--Insurance Support Coordinator
Carle Foundation Hospital--Emergency Department Technician
Carle Foundation Hospital--Health Care Technician/ Milk Technician
Carle Foundation Hospital--Hospitalist Intern
Cars.com--Customer Care Specialist
Christie Clinic--Medical Scribe
Cru--Campus Ministry Staff
Derick Dermatology--Medical Assistant
Epic--Implementer
Full Time--Quality Control Lab Technician
Glanbia--Food Technologist I
Majani Vegan Soul Restaurant--Food Server/Cashier
Mars, Inc.--Regulatory Specialist
Nelson & Chavda--Patient Care Tech
Palermo Eye Care--Optometric Assistant
Schiff Hardin LLP--Legal Recruiting Assistant
ScribeAmerica--Medical Scribe
St. John's Catholic Newman Center--Office Manager
Swedish Covenant Hospital--Unit Assistant
Trader Joe's--Section Leader, Crew Member
University of Illinois Extension--Extra Help
Walmart--Pharmacy Tech
Weber Shandwick--Nutrition Account Intern
Institution and Areas of Study
Chamberlain Nursing School--Bachelors in Nursing
Chicago Midwestern University--Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
Columbia University--Masters in Public Health
Illinois College of Optometry--Doctor of Optometry (2)
Kent State University--Doctor of Pediatric Medicine
Lake Erie's College of Osteopathic Medicine--Medical Degree
Loyola University--Masters in Science in Medical Physiology
Marquette University--Doctor of Dental Science (2)
Marquette University--Masters in Physician Assistant Studies
Midwestern University--Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
Regis University--Doctorate of Physical Therapy
Rush University--Masters of Science in Nursing
Southern College of Optometry--Doctor of Optometry
University of Florida--Doctor of Pharmacy
University of Illinois at Chicago--Bachelors in Nursing
University of Illinois at Chicago--Dental School
University of Illinois at Chicago--Doctor of Pharmacy (3)
University of Illinois at Chicago--Masters in Nutrition
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Bachelors in Human Nutrition (2)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Food Science and Human Nutrition (2)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Human Nutrition
University of Michigan--Biochemistry
University of Minnesota--Dental School
University of Puerto Rico--Masters in Nursing
University of Tennessee--Masters in Nutrition and Public Health
Yale University--Masters in Public Health

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represent 89% (80) of the Human Nutrition graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. The three-year average salary in this concentration is $27,405.